FILL IN THE BLANKS

1. This beautiful harp is shaped like a boat! List the name of the harp and the exhibit where it is found.

2. This country features common European brass band instruments such as trumpets, trombones, and French horns, but they are made of bamboo instead of metal! Name the exhibit.

3. This colorful exhibit features an eye-catching painted clay pot which is used as a drum! Name the instrument and the exhibit.

4. Horses are very important in this country. They even inspired the creation of a string instrument featuring horsehair strings and a carving of a horse head on top. Name the instrument and the country it comes from.
5. This country’s court music features bells and chimes decorated with vibrant colors and sculptures of animals. Name the country this music comes from.

6. This grand ensemble features gongs, xylophones, and drums of many shapes and sizes performing together to accompany lively shadow puppet shows and dance performances. Name the ensemble and the country it comes from.

7. **BONUS**

Peacocks are considered a very important animal in several Asian cultures. Find at least two objects in the Asia gallery that are decorated with peacock feathers or images of peacocks.

---

**Answers:**

1. **Saùng-gauk** harp found in the Burma exhibit; 2. **Philippines**; 3. **Ghara** clay pot drum found in the Pakistan exhibit; 4. **Morin khuur** string instrument from Mongolia; 5. **South Korea**; 6. **Gamelan ensemble from Indonesia**; 7. **Satsuma biwa** lute in Silk Road exhibit, **Taus** lute in India Devotional exhibit, **Mata Saraswati** illustration in India Devotional exhibit, **Jhankh Regalia (headress)** in Shamanic Asia exhibit.